On Location
SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTION PRACTICES

Here you will find sustainable best practices encouraged for on location. Visit GreenProductionGuide.com for vendors and additional resources.

- **Schedule Recycling Pickups with Waste Removal**
- **Rent Hybrid or Fuel-Efficient Vehicles**
- **Enforce a "No Idling" Policy for all Vehicles: Idling Damages Engines, Pollutes the Air, and Wastes Money**
- **Use Paper To-Go Boxes, Eliminate Foam**
- **Use Biodiesel or Other Alternative Fuels to Lower Carbon Emissions**
- **Provide Water Dispensers to Reduce Plastic Waste**
- **Require Catering to Provide Washable China and Cutlery**
- **Include Organics/compost Collection to Reduce Methane Emissions**
- **Set up Clearly Labeled Recycling Bins at Craft Service, Catering, and Key Areas on Set**
- **Use Solar Powered Trailers, Allowing Equipment to Be Silent and Powered by Renewable Energy**
- **Combine Equipment; Use 2 & 3 Room Trailers to Reduce Fuel Use**
- **Encourage the Use of Bicycles and Public Transit, Where Possible**
- **Enforce a "No Idling" Policy for all Vehicles: Idling Damages Engines, Pollutes the Air, and Wastes Money**
- **Use LED Lighting to Reduce Generator Use; Fixtures Can Run off Battery Packs or Plug Directly Into Walls**
- **Donate Leftover Food From Catering to a Local Non-Profit; Appoint Contact Person to Coordinate Daily Pick-Ups**
- **Tie Into Electric Grid to Reduce or Eliminate Generator Use**
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